














Vehicle Maneuverability and Stability using an Integrated Control System for
Aerodynamic Rudder and Four-Wheel-Steering
Kazunori MORI＊1
Abstract
We propose a new method to cooperatively control the rudder angle of an aerodynamic vertical rudder, which is
installed at the rear of a vehicle body to generate active yaw moment, and the rear wheel steer angle in a four-wheel-
steering system to improve vehicle maneuverability and stability at high speeds. The analysis model simplifies vehicle
motion equations and provides not only a system control rule which combines aerodynamic device and four-wheel-
steering to adjust the yaw center to a prescribed position but also a system control rule to achieve the target first-/
second-order yaw rate characteristic. A computer simulation confirmed that a vehicle having this control system
demonstrates excellent vehicle dynamics and achieves the target characteristics. Additionally, our data verifies that this
system reduces tire control angle such that the necessary lateral force of the tire is small when aerodynamic force
increases with vehicle velocity. Further, we explore the technical potential of this system and discuss future research
and development.










































































































































































Fig. 2 Analysis model of vehicle dynamics considered aerodynamic force
Fig. 3 Simplified analysis model of 2-wheels type


















































































より，横力 Fa は仰角 βa に比例して，比例係数は式⒃で示されるCa となることがわかる．なお，Ca は車速の関数であ
り，車速の2乗に比例する．






































































































































































































































































したがって，式25，26および式32をまとめると，後輪実舵角 δr と空力ラダーの舵角 δa は
δr（s）＝Gr（s）θ（s）＝K（1＋T1s）1＋T2s ・θ（s） 35




























































































































































































また，本報告は ka を一定として解析を進めているが，ka を例えば車速に応じて可変にすれば，より適切な車両運動性
能が得られる可能性がある．
Fig. 5 Step response characteristics
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Fig. 6 Frequency response characteristics at 120 km/h Fig. 7 Frequency response characteristics at 240 km/h
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Fig. 8 Step response characteristics of rear tire steer angle and aerodynamic rudder angle
Fig. 9 Frequency response characteristics of rear tire steer angle and aerodynamic rudder angle
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Fig. 11 Step response characteristics of rear tire steer angle and aerodynamic rudder angle
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